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Pogue home to rich resources
Poet leaves mark at MSU

by bon1b

Jesse Stuart collection housed in Pogue
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jesse Stuart. one of Kentucky's most recognizable literary figures, is pictured here on one of his many trips to Hurray State.
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,Jesse H. Stuart, a Kentucky literary legend,
has been an important part of Murray State
University's history since 1954.
Stuart is well known for his poetry, short
staories, novels and other writings. The World
of Jes!ie Stuart, a book of his poetry was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize
In 1954 visit to Murray Stuart suffered a
massive heart attack shortly after delivering an
address to the First District Education
Association at what was then known as Murray
State College.
Stuart survived the heart attack but the lifethreatening event forced Kentucky's Poet
Laureate to extend his stay in Calloway county
for several weeks during his recovery, postponing his return home to W-Hollow in Eastern
Kentucky.
It was during this time that the people of
Murray and Murray State won his appreciation
and admiration. In 1977 Stuart donated his
much sought after and historically significant
collection of notes, original manuscripts and
books to the University.
The works of Stuart are preserved in The
Jesse Stuart Reading Room which is located on

.

the third floor of the Forrest C. Pogue Special
Collections Library.
The room is dedicated to the preservation
and study of the works of the highly respected
Kentucky author and poet.
Stuart's impact on this campus is also felt in
a financial way.
The $4,500 Jesse Stuart Fellowship is awarded annually to a full-time graduate student in
one of Murray State's graduate programs in
communications, humanities or education.
Stuart was born on Aug. 8, 1907 in Greenup
County, Ky. Besides being a farmer and writer,
he was a teacher, principal and county superintendent. Stuart also taught at several universities around the country.
It is from these experiences that Stuart drew
inspiration for his work.
Three of his works- "The Thread That Runs
So True," ~To Teach, To Love," and "Mr.
Gallion's School" - are considered exceptional
contributions to the field of education.
Stuart's career is best reflected in his own
words.
"A man does best what he likes to do," he once
said. "llike to write and I like to teach. I have
been fortunate in that during much of my life I
have been able to combine the two things which
are my whole reason for being."

Pogue library rich in history
BY jONATHAN OLIVER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

_ The forrest Q. Pogue Special
Collections Library is notable
for its collections and to its
prominance as a historical
site.
The Special Collections
Library is housed on the top
three levels of what used to be
general content library for the
university. The university's

legal library is housed on the
bottom floor.
The library, which was built
in ~~31, was supplanted as
home to the general collection
in 1978 by the Waterfield
Library.
In 1980 the building was
rededicated as the Special
Collections Library. In 1983 it
was added to the National
Register of Historical Places.
The library was named in

honor of Dr. Forrest C. Pogue,
nationally known historian
and biographer of Gen. George
C, Marshall.
Pogue is an alumnus and
former professor at Murray
State. and in 1989 he donated
his books, papers and memorabilia to the library.
These works now compose
The Forrest C. Pogue
Twentieth Century War and
See POGUf/14

Library undergoes repairs
BY JONATHAN OLIVER
EDITOtl·IN-CHIEF

Along with several other
places on campus, the Jesse
Stuart Reading Room and
other elements of the Pogue
Library
are
undergoing
repairs.
"We've just let Pogue run
down, down, down," said
President Kern Alexander.
Alexander said the Pogue

Library needs major repairs
which the University can not
afford right now.
"It's a shame," he said. "It's a
national historic building the finest building we've got.
"We just don't have enough
money to do all the renovations
we need, but we must start fixing it up as we can," he said.
Alexander said he hopes the
repairs to the library will
improve student use of the

facilities within. He was especially disappointed with the
lack of use of the Jesse Stuart
Reading Room.
"There is just not enough
activity over there," he said.
"We need to make it more
attractive to the public. The
whole University kind of bypasses it in an nonnal day.
"I think it should be a center
for campus activities. Students
should be in and out of there."

The many names of famous
authors that line the top of
Pogue Library help set the
tone for what is contained
inside.
Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Greek dispute in Vermont raises concerns at MSU
BY TOM KIMMEL
MANAGING EDITOit

One fraternity house on the campus
stands empty - closed because the fraternity failed to comply with a regulation from the administration. The campus is Middlebury College in
Middlebury, Vt., and the fraternity is
closed because it would not admit
women.

Sororities at Middlebury died out in
the 60's. Because of this, in 1989 the
administration at Middlebury decided
that men were receiving a greater
opportunity to participate in Greek life.
As a result, fraternities at Middlebury
are now required to accept women members.
All but one of the fraternities com·
plied. While some stil1 work with their
fonner national organizations, none are

News

official chapters nor do they use their
fraternity initiation ritual. All except
Delta Kappa Epsilon.
The DKE's fought the adminsitration
over the change. They lost their law suit
against the school this summer but are
not giving up. Just when the situation
looked unwinable, a new factor entered
the fight.
U. S. Rep. Bob Livingston from
Louisiana is the chairman of the House

College Life

The $24,000 winner
The Murray Tourism Commission
recently donated
$24,000 to the Expo
Center.

6

As a grenade rocketed
through a brick wall of the U.S.
Embassy in Russia last week, a
Murray State Professor was in
a complex was next door shooting basketb811 with his son.
The professor, Dr. Stephen
Cobb, chairman of physics and
astronomy, has relocated with
his family to teach at Moscow
State Pedagogical University
for a four-month period.
A Fulbright grant, awarded
to the professor in May, is partially funding the visit.
Candidates for Fulbright
grants are assessed in the
areas of academic and professional qualifications and their
capabilities to share their
expereinces and thoughts.
The embassy, which is made
up of a complex of build.iDgs,
houses a recreation area which
is available to Cobb and his
family as members of a
Fulbright grant program. •
As the bomb hurtled through
the sixth floor of the main
embassy complex at 4:25 p.m.
last Wednesday, the professor
and his 9-year-old son Ryan
were taking advantage of the
gym facility. Teri Cobb and the
couple's 5-year-old son Brad
were out on the playground.
Cobb said the bombing was
perceived by everyone, including his family, as no big deal.
He said that his family didn't
even hear the bomb when it
hit.
"Our first indication that
something was wrong was
when lots of people came into
the the building, and we saw'
Marines in jackets and helmets
running down the hall with
weapons," Cobb said.
He said that an announcement was made for all
nonessential embassy people to
go home, but instead he and
his family finished playing bas- ,
ketball and went upstairs to
eat dinner before returning to
their home.
"No one really panicked,
everyone just stood around and
talked about it," Cobb said.
~ey just told us to keep a low
profile and to be careful when
we left."
When the family returned
home, Cobb said that they sent
E-mail home as soon as possible to let the family and
department know what had
happened, and to tell everyone
that they were okay.
Through a Russian antitank grenade launcher, the
masked perpetrator propelled
the four-pound grenade across
the 12-lane street in front of
the embassy. The embassy is
located in Moscow, about a
mile from Kremlin.
Reasons for the bombing,
which struck an empty sixthfloor office, have not been
determined. Officials say a
See COBB/14
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The 19th-ranked Murray State foot1team looks to raid
Tennessee State
an OVC win.
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AMY PONDER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOtl

Racers on the rise
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of Representatives' Appropriations
Committee. He is also a DKE alumni
from another school.
Livingston sent a letter to MiddlebUry
president John McCardell in July. in
which he suggested that it is not appropriate for a college receiving federal
funding to mandate the fraternities'
membership.
"Limiting free speech and freedom of

BY SLONE HUTCHISON
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR
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iCash in on your poetry
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

! Over 250 poets will be awarded $24,000 in prizes this year in
the North American Open Poetry Contest. Sponsored by the
·National Library of Poetry.
' Any poet can submit a piece and have a chance to be pub,lished in a deluxe: hardbound anthology.
Send one original poem of any style and any subject to The
National Library of Poetry at 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box
704-1985, Owings Mills, MD 21117.
, The poem should not exceed 20 lines, and the poet's name and
.address should appear on the top of the page.
To participate in the contest your entry must be postmarked
by Sept. 30. A new poetry contest will begin Oct. 1.
' . Founded in 1982, the National Library of Poetry is the largest
'poetry organization in the world.

Friday, September 22
.Cinema International - Presents the Academy Award nominee film,
''The Wedding Banquet." A young Chinese man living in New York
plans a marriage to prevent his parents from discovering his homosexuality. 7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater, free admission.
•Movie- Candyman Film Festival Parts I & II, 7 p.m., Curris Center
Barkley room. Free refreshments.
-Games - Free pool and bowling with student 1.0. Also ping pong
tournament. 7 p.m., pool tournament, 7:30p.m.
•Deadline - Applications for Homecoming queen are due in the SGA
office by 4:30 p.m.
.Clothes Drive Deadline - Drop unneeded clothes off at boxes
located at Wai-Mart, Sparks Hall, Carr Health Building, Wells Hall,
Curris Center, Faculty Hall and Waterfield Library.
•Musical - "Romance/Romance," a two-act musical about love and
relationships, starring Tricia Adams and Shane Morton. 8 p.m.
Wilson Hall, room 310 B. Admission $1.

'City-wide yard sale
The Murray Tourism Commission is sponsoring West
Kentucky's Biggest Fall City-wide Yard Sale.
Bargain hunter s a re offered the opportunity to scout out a
diverse selection of treasures.
The yard sale begins at 7 a.m. and ends at 3 p.m.
Descriptions of items to be sold and maps that include the
location of yard sales are available for $1, at the office of the
Murray Tourism Commission, 805 N. 12th St., Murray, from
'8 :30a.m.- 4:30p.m. on Sept. 22 and from 6 a.m.- noon on
Sept. 23.
For more information call 759-2199 or 1 (800) 716-5004.

Saturday, September 23

,

•International Ball - The International Ball will be held at the Hong
Kong Restaurant, 7 p.m.
.Cinema International - Presents the Academy Award nominee film ,
"The Wedding Banquet." A young Chinese man living in Hew York
plans a marriage to prevent his parents from discovering his homosexuality. 7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater, free admission.
•Musical - "Romance/Romance," a two- act musical about love and •
relationships, starring Tricia Adams and Shane Morton. 8 p.m.
Wilson Hall , room 310 B. Admission $1.

LifeHouse liaison brunch
LifeHouse will have an appreciation brunch for all church
liaisons, on Saturday at 10:30 a.m. The brunch will be held next
door to the LifeHouse, 1506 Chestnut Street, at Murray
Christian Fellowship.
Liaisons are asked to contact LifeHouae to them know how
many will be attending.
• Information will be distributed at the brunch about the annual
LifeHouse banquet on Nov18.
A former abortion provider, Carol Everett, will speak about
her experiences in th e abortion industry.
Ron Beaton of WPSD News Channel 6 will be the master of
ceremonies.
;1
Anyone interested in becoming .a church liaison may call the
LifeHouse at 753-0700.

Plush dining for faculty
Beginning on Monday, Sept. 25, the Murray State University
Faculty Club will be open from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m, Monday
through Friday.
The clubhouse is located at 309 N. 14th St.
This will allow individual members who paid 1995-1996 dues
to bring their lunch and relax.
The club board may arrange for food service in the future.
Departments, colle~s and or&:ani~a~..ons may still schedule
luncheons during the week.
To make~gem~nts ~ Sus8l\.Harroon at 3831.

Sunday, September 24
•The Artraazann Trio - The University of Georgia Faculty piano,
oboe and French hom and the Artraazann trio will perform, 3:30
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
Photo by Andy Lee/Staff

Jill Ferguson, a senior from

Paducah reads a copy of
USA Today in the rocking chair lounge of the Curris
Center.

Flint knappers weekend

641 South

Puryear, Tenn.
901-247-5798

Serving Mexican &
Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. -11

Here's your chance to get
involved.

.Co ncert- Steve Hinze, a contemporary Christian singer. Sponsored
by SGA, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater. Admission free. Public
invited.
•Chorus Festival- KMEA 1st District Chorus Festival, 6:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ballroom.
•Artist - Paul Gemi, billed as the world's number one pool trick artist
will cue up in the Curris Center Gameroom, 7 p.m.
•Meeting - Gay & Lesbian student organization meeting, 7 - 9 p.m.
Ordway Hall.
•Show ·• Newsmakers show on AIDS, "AIDS Awareness to AIDS
Prevention." On MSU TV-11, from 6- 9:30p.m.

On Sept. 23 and 24, the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
will host its annual Flint Knappers Weekend, organized by
Dillard Munsell, a Mayfield knapper.
The knappers will be showing their work from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., both Saturday and Sunday.
"The knappers are always happy to show off their skills to visitors, and they love to have a newcomer sit down and learn the
basics right here on the site," said Kit Wesler, director of
Murray State's archaeological museum.
·
Wednesday, September 27
They can make tools just as the Native Americans did like
•Concert- Regency concert, 6 p.m., Hart/Winslow lawn .
arrowheads, spear points and knives.
·M~tlng - Mur~a~ S~t~ student Law Association meeting, noon,
According to Wesler, the event brings together craftsmen from
Curns Center MISSISSIPPI room.
the region who demonstrate how to make stone tools.
For more information call (502) 335-3681 or stop by the
Thursday, ~ptember 28
Wickliffe Mounds Research CeOtef l'oc81l;d~t 9~ GtE'~n St.~iJ~t:h·· "-crime Rally - Take Back the Night Rally, 7:30 p.m., i[l front of
Wickliffe.
rlt •• ,
rror•~· I f ......'t. ~.), .." Winslow cafeteria. Regarding violence against women and children.

1316APPLt CAft

·If you missed it the
first time, it's not
too late!

Monday, September 25

' Sign up for SGA committees at 7 ~.on Tuesday,
Sept. 26 in the Curris Center Barkley Room

The Order of Omega
GREEK LEADERSHIP HONOR SOCIETY,
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR MEMBERSHIP FOR THE FALL OF
1995. THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA
MUST BE MET PRIOR TO mE
CONSIDERATION OF AN APPLICATION:

* 2.75 CUMULATIVE GRADE POINT AVERAGE

*JUNIOR OR SENIOR STATUS
*LEADERSHIP EXHffiiTED IN YOUR GREEK
ORGANIZATION AND IN CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
Applications are now available, and may be picked
up in the Career Services office on the 2nd floor of
Ordway Hall or in the SGA office. Applications will
be due no later than Oct 6. If you have any
questions contact Amy Fennel at 762 - 6792.

"Sorry no minors after 9:30 p.m.
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Tour Europe for fun, credit
BY )ENNIFER POTIER
STAff WRITER

During Christmas break,
Murray State students will
have the chance to spend the
winter session in Europe. The
University is sponsoring the
International
Business
Seminar from Dec. 26 to Jan.
13 which will visit companies
based in Brussels, Belgium; .
Paris,
France;
Geneva,
Switzerland; Black Forest and
Cologne,
Germany
and
speak several languages.
Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Darryl Clark, senior from
The participating students
will meet with top management Karnak, Dl., who attended a
from international companies similar seminar this summer,
such as John Deere, Piper- said that the foreign business
Heidsieck Champagne, Hong people really respected the stuKong Development and the dents.
"They were very honest and
Swiss Bank Corporation,
straight-forward with us about
among others.
Dr. Gary Brockway, chair- everything," he said. "It wasn't
man of the department of man- like a class, it was very interacagement and marketing, is tive."
The types of seminars vary
coordinating the seminar. He
said that the companies they between companies. Students
visit appreciate the fact that 45 will be able to tour the Ford
or 50 future executives are Plant in Cologne, meet in execcoming to view their opera· utive boardrooms, discuss ad
campaigns with the directors of
tions.
"They roll out the red carpet," McCann-Erickson advertising
said Brockway. "They also like agency in Paris and tour the
to show us how well they can foreign currency exchange
speak English." He said that within the Swiss Bank
many European executives Corporation in Geneva.

"The idea is to have a variety
of presentations, while the
attending faculty helps tie
everything
together
and
answer questions," Brockway
said.
"The program itself was outstanding. They take care of
everything for you including
transportation, lodging, and
the seminars," Clark said.
"'t's very structured, but you
have all the free time you want.
That was one of my favorite
things," said Clark.
Clark said he gained a great
deal from this experience.
•Most of all I learned to
appreciate other cultures," he
said. "We were in seven different countries and we changed
cultlires daily. You really had
to keep an open mind."

Students who attend the
seminar can gain three hours
college credit. The class will
transfer as a business elective
for related majors or as a general elective.
"Most of the students are
business
majors,"
said
Brockway, '1>ut we do accept
those who are just interested in
going."
The program, which costs
$3,299, includes round-trip airfare from Nashville, ground
travel in Europe by deluxe
motorcoach and business-class
accommodations.
Students
should bring additional money
for personal expenses.
Brockway said that the seminar is a great way to combine
the classroom and the business
world.
"The trip was unreal," said
Clark. "I was hesitant about
going, but I made many great
friends that I keep in touch
with."
"It was exciting because
everything was brand-new, and
all the things we normally take
for granted, like ordering in a
restaurant or going to a movie,
were challenging," Clark said.
"I would really encourage other
people to go."
For more information contact
Brockway at 762-6202.

Help with standardized tests offered
BY KATIE THOMAS
STAfF WRITER

The Murray State University Adult
Learning Center will be offering free classes and tutoring to anyone needing assistance in preparing for the GED, the ACT
and the ABLE tests.
Classes are limited to 20 students and
are offered on a first-come, first-serve
basis. Classes began on Monday, Sept. 11.
Anyone wil'lhing to begin classes after the
11th will begin with an individual tutor
until they are ready to enter the regular
classes.
Day classes meet three days a week on

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Math
classes meet from 8:30a.m. to 10 a.m., and
English classes are held from 10:30 a.m. to
noon.
Night classes are also available on
Monday and Tuesday evenings to those
who are unable to meet during the day.
Night math classes meet from 6 to 7:30
p.m., and English classes will follow from
7:30 to 9 p.m ..
Classes run approximately eight weeks
and are held at the Adult Learning Center,
located in room 206 at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Assistance is also available to those who
will be taking tests for vocational/ teehni-

cal schools; tests that require basic skills
training, or testing for English as a second
language.
The center also otTers computer-assisted
instructions to help students develop reading, social studies, science and literature
skills.
•It is a great program." said Dot
Newburn, center director. "It is here, it is
free, and rd love for people in the community to take advantage."
Anyone wanting to enroll in classes
should call 762-6971 to schedule a time for
individual assessment. Students who were
previously enrolled are welcome to continue the program.

POU
September 13
James A. Tacker was issued a citation for allegedly failing to have auto •
insurance and not havil'lg an auto registration plate.
John A. Key was issued a citation for allegedly falling to stop at a stop
sign.
September 14
5:20 p.m. A fire alarm was sounded on the seventh floor of Regents
Hall.
September 15
4:32 p.m. A resident of Richmond Hall had a BB Gun. The resident was •
advised to remove the gun from campus.
4:31 p.m. A worf(er reported a smaU fire outside of Hart Hall on the
South side. The fire, which was caused by a cigarette, was extin·
guished by an officer.
7:42p.m. Two smoke detectors were broken in Franklin Hall.
John Fannin reported the theft of a bass amplifier, valued at $399, from
the Fine Arts Building.
Kenneth Taylor reported the theft of a cellular phone, valued at $50,
from his room In Clarf( Hall.
September 16
12:13 p.m. There was a trouble alarm In the Special Education
Building.
12:58 p.m. There was a trouble alarm In the Special Education
Building.
September 17
12:07 a.m. A fight was reported on the first floor of Clarf( Hall. The Incident is under investigation.
12:39 a.m. A Papa John's delivery man was threatened outside of
Franklin Hall.
12:48 a.m. A fire alarm was sounded In Richmond Hall when a first
floor smoke detector was pulled from the ceiling. Another smoke detec·
tor was damaged.
1:37 a.m. There was a noise complaint near Springer Hall.
7:48 p.m. A window on the East side of Richmond Hall was shot with a
88 gun. Two people were apprehended, the BB Gun was confiscated
and the investigation into the Incident Is continuing.
September 18
,
12:26 p.m. An auto accident was reported in the parking lot on
Calloway Avenue. The damage was minor.
7:17 p.m. A window was broken In the second floor pool room of
Richmond Hall.
September 19
5:10p.m. All of Calloway County experienced a power outage because
of a transformer malfunction off campus.
Venessa M. King reported her vehicle vandalized while it was parf(ed In
the stadium lot. The radio antenna and a mirror were broken.
September 20
12:48 p.m. Eric Scott reported the theft of a bookbag from Winslow
Cafeteria.
3:00 p.m. A wallet was turned Into Public Safety by two young people.
The wallet contained more than $700 In cash and was returned to the
owner.
Racer Patrol Eacorta ·35
Motortat Aaaleta • 9

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State
'staH from matenals available to the public
.. at
,,, ' , •""
the Public Safety office.
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The Brothers of

AXA
would like to thank
everyone for coming out
to its Fall Rush!
''
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The Episcopal Church
welcomes you. Regardless
of race, creed, color or the
number of times you 've
been born.

.•
~

Whether you've been once or born again. The Episcopal
Church invites you to come and join tn the fellowship
and worship of Jesus Chrtst.
The Episcopal Church
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SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil:" Advanced medicine for pain~

St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 Main Street · 753-6908
Sunday The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a .m .

Pick up your free sample at University Bookstore.
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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VIEWPOINT

IN OUR OPINION

University policy, funding questioned

School, Congress should
mind their own business
We find the situation at Middlebury College
unacceptable. Regardless of one's feelings about
whether or not a woman can be a productive
member of a traditionally male fraternity, we
feel that for the administration to mandate the
fraternities' membership is wrong.
If the campus wants Greek organizations that
women can be a part of, they should encourage
and solicit sororities to join the Greek system on
their campus.
Greek organizations are private and should
have control over their membership. If they are
required to extend invitations to join their fra,ternity to people who would not otherwise be
accepted, it can only undermine the closeness
and cohesiveness of the whole.
However, we do not think Congressman
Livingston should involve the U. S. Congress in
the matters of a private university either.
Middlebury's position was upheld in court and
Livingston's threats to withhold federal funding
from t~e college are a perfect example of the
"Good Old Boy Network."
The Congress of the United States has important matters to attend to: baiancing the federal
budget, reducing the federal deficit, Affirmative
i,Action reform, welfare reform and Medicare
reform just to name a few. r:fhe policies of a private school in Vermont should not rate that high
on a Louisiana Congressman's list of priorities.
r

To the Editor:
The library only receives
$8,500 from students. The rest
is given to the library by the
state government.
The basketball program
receives $165,000 outside of
what the state gives.
This is one of the many policies that seem backwards to
me.
Policies are made like this
because that is where the
money is.
The University does not
receive increased revenue with
an improved library.
On the other hand, there is
increased revenue in an
improved athletic program.
The University has forgotten
who the customers are. We are
the customers.
Every student pays tuition of

$980 a semester. We do not
give this money to the
University out of our generous
hearts.
We pay that money in order
to purchase a better education.
That establishes us as paying
customers to the University,
not just students.
The administration should
therefore treat us as customers
paying for an education.
Many times the student is
forgotten in the big equation.
One example of this is the new
parking situation on campus.
..Fort Kern", the newly renovated and smaller parking lot
beside public safety, is now a
blue only zone.
No students are allowed to
park in this area. Customers
may have to walk, sometimes
as much as a fourth of a mile to
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class while the employees have
only a short jaunt.
If Wal-Mart followed the
same business ethic, the first
75 parking space would be
reserved for tlie cashiers and
stock persons.
Would Wal-Mart be as successful today if it followed the
example set by MSU? I think
not! The University serves
itself.
If this example doesn't hit
home, this one will. If you have
ever dropped or added a class
you know how frustrating this
experience is.
First you start this process
downstairs in Sparks wanting
to drop or add.
Then you are sent upstairs to
pay for this transaction, and
you walk down another two
flights of stairs to finalize this

action.
I do not understand this
process. Is the registrars office
incapable of handling the
money?
This is just another example
of how the University serves
itself and not the customer.
I am sure the University will
give some excuse for this.
However, 1 call this an absence
of good business sense.
There are other examples of
this but it all points to the same
reason. The university has forgotten that the student is also
the customer.
I am asking the administration at MSU to notice and
respect the student as both tax
payers and customers.
Shannon McPherson, Senior
Auburn

'S GA gets semester
I

~;off

to po sitive start

We would like to salute the SGA for the plan
that they have initiated to improve communications between themselves and the student body.
It is good to see SGA President Brum Kassing
encourage students to make their voices heard
in matters by coming to the SGA meetings so
that they know what is going on.
We also believe that students should involve
hemselves in the SGA and UCB.
Everyone should have a voice in what activities and programs they would like to see in
action here at Murray State.
We hope that this semester is a very exciting
and productive one for the SGA, and the communication plan implemented will make the
SGA all that it should be.

f'1

The NEWS

M~!

111 Wilson Hall

2809 University Station

SGA improves communication strategy
The Student Government Association
has made communication a priority this
year.
Wc feel that through
In
creating a communicaMy
tion network in the student
body , we will be
Opinion
better able to represent
students.
It seems that in the
past , our student leaders
have had a difficult time
determining the issues
that students were most
concerned with.
BlUM
We have developed a
KAsSING
few plans that we hope
SGA
will rectify that situsPresident
tion.
The Organizational
Representative is our first plan.
We have asked all campus organizations

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky <&2071-3301
Editor in Chief

Tom Kimmel

Sheldon Staats
On-line Editor

Mandy Wolf

This representative will attend all SGA
meetings.
We hope that this will create more dialogue on key student issues between SGA
and other student organizations.
This will also help the SGA become more
diverse in its representation of students.
Better dialogue within our colleges is our
second plan.
The elected senators from each college
are in the process of setting up forums, discussion groups, and round tables in their
respective colleges, so they can be more
informed of key student issues.
We strongly encourage all students to
attend these sessions and to voice their
opinions.
Better representation of all students is
our third plan.
Our six Senators-at-Large are currently

developing ways to better represent specific student groups.
Some examples are undeclared majors,
non-traditional students, commuters, and
international students.
I encourage students to attend our weekly senate meetings. They are at 5 p.m.
every Wednesday in the Barkley Room of
the Curris Center.
Students interested in getting directly
involved with the SGA or UCB can attend
an organization meeting Tuesday, Sept
26th at 7 p.m. in the Barkley Room on the
third floor of the Curris Center.
Students may a lso visit our office at' any
time during the week on the first floor of
the Curris Center.
These are just some of the ways that we
are attempting to create a better network
of communication between SGA and all
students.

ws
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to appoint one of their members to serve as
an SGA Organizational Representative.
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commentaries and letters to the

fication. Please include
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Shannon McPherson
senior, Auburn

"I have paid for
school on my own
with help from my
parents. 1 haven't
received any financial aid."

Christa Morgan
Senior, Louisville

Tyra Lokey
Senior, Louisville

"'I pay for school
with the help of my
parents and by
working on campus
at the library. I have
never received financial aid or any other
fundings.

"I work as an interpreter for the deaf
and at my church to
pay for college. I
have applied for
financial aid, but I
have always been
turned down."
r

Photo~

and interviews by Tim Solley/staff

tion, title or relation to
The University. To submit a guest commentary
call 762-4468. The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Starting off right!
Racers begin '95 season with three straight wins
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPoRTS EDITOR

Records are being challenged
· and statistics are being dominated by the 1995 Murray
State football team, which is
pushing to prove the critics
wrong in its quest to become
the first Racer squad to win an
Ohio Valley Conference championship since Frank Beamer's
1986 team.
MSU, under the direction of
third-year head coach Houston
Nutt, responded to a disappointing sixth-place selection in
the OVC preseason poll by
crushing its first three opponents by a combined score of
104-17.
The 19th-ranked Racers, who
moved up from 24th in The
Sports Network's Division IAA poll after Saturday's 34-0
home dismantling of Southeast
Missouri State, are third in the
nation in scoring defense {5.7
points per game) and fourth in
total defense {20 1.7 yards per
game).
The convincing victory over
the Indians was witnessed by
11, 238 fans, the largest attendance at 16,800-seat Stewart
Stadium since a 1985 game
against
Morehead
State
attracted a crowd of 14,080
Racer faithful.
With an overall record of 3-0
and a 1-0 mark in league play,
MSU's season is at a turning
point as they head to
Murfreesboro, Tenn. for a

showdown
with
Middle
Tennessee State. The Blue
Raiders (2-1, 2-0 OVC) were
picked to finish second in the
conference before the season
began and have held form,
defeating Tennessee State and
Morehead State while suffering
a loss at Georgia Southern.
The Racers will ride t he
shoulders of many outstanding
individual
performers
in
Saturday's contest with MTSU.
Topping the list are transfers
Mike Cherry and Derrick
Cullors.
Cherry, a junior quarterback
from Texarkana, Ark., was the
OVC Offensive Player of the
Week after his performance in
MSU's 35-14 road win over
Western Kentucky.
He shredded the Hilltopper
secondary by going 15-23 for
223 yards and three touch·
downs, and the former
Arkansas Razorback continued
his success by placing seventh
in the the nation in passing
efficiency going into the SEMO
game.
Cullors, a senior tailback
from
Richardson,
Texas,
slashed through the Indian
defense for 252 yards and three
touchdowns on 27 attempts,
falling seven yards short of the
school record.
The ex-Texas Christian
standout was 21st in the country in all-purpose yardage
before the rout of SEMO.
Racer OVC statistical leaders
on the offense include Cherry

Senior running back Derrick Cullors, who transferred to Murray State from Texas Christian, rushe d for 252 yards on 27 carries, Just
seve n yards shy of Georse Greenfield's single pme record of 259 set against Evansville In 1972. The addition of Cullors has adde d
depth to an aJready solid Racer running attack.

(second in passing and total
offense), Cullors (fourth in
rushing and third in scoring),
sophomore wide
receiver
Reginald Swinton (eighth in

receiving) and senior placekicker Chris Dill (third in kick scoring).
Defensive category standouts
for MSU are junior cornerback

William Hampton (third in
punt returns), junior linebacker Reuel Shepherd {first in
quarterback sacks and fifth in
tackles for a loss) and junior

defensive ends Anthony Hutch
(first in tackles for a loss) and
Terry Anthony {second in tackles for a loss).

Nutt, Racers surprise league with fast start,
prepare for stiff chBllenges dow11 the road
BY

Scon

NANNEY

SfNIO. STAFF WRITER

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Sophomo re center Brian Cox, from Me mphis, Te nn., ce lebrates
the Racers 34-0 victory over So ut heast Missouri State at Stewart
Stadium Saturday night. W ith the victory, the Racers improved
their record to an unblemished 3-0 on the season.

Being picked to finish sixth in has fmally arrived.
Not since the 1984 squad,
the Ohio Valley Conference
preseason poll suited Murray who finished the season with a
State University head football 9-2 overall record and a 5-2
coach Houston Nutt just fine.
mark in the OVC, has a Racer
N utt took t he reigns of a team started a season with
struggling football program at three consecutive victories. But
the start of the 1993 season. with Arkansas transfer Mike
Since then, the Racers have Cherry at quarterback and runimproved their record from 4-7 ning back Derrick Cullors, a
in 1993 to 5-6 in 1994 and has transfer from Texas Christian,
gotten off to a dazzling 3-0 start leading the way, the 19thin 1995.
ranked Racers could potentialIt seems that underestimat- ly have one of their best teams
ing the Racers has become a ever.
bobby for many sportswriters
On Saturday, the Racers will
who cover OVC football. But face their stiffest challenge of
three dominating performances the young season when they
over
Wester n
Kentucky, travel to Murfressboro, Tenn.
Southern
Illinois
and to do battle with the always
Southeast Missouri State have tough Middle Tennessee State
proven that this football team Blue Raiders.
is for real.
In last year's contest, the
Good luck such as this could Racers dropped a heartbreaknot have come sooner for a guy ing 23-21 decision to the Blue
like Nutt.
Raiders on a rain-soaked
For someone who has suf- Stewart Stadium turf.
fered through t he growing
After facing the Blue Raiders,
pains of being a rookie head the Racers have a favorable
coach and through an injury- schedule with games against
riddled campaign last season, teams at the bottom of the OVC
Nutt's season of gratification standings.

yards a game and should pass Sisk
around the ninth game.
The wide reciever in 1984 was
The recent success Murray State Lee McCormick and he tallied 619
University's football program has yards recieving. In 1995 Kwabene
had starting the 1995 season 3-0 Idelette has 126 yards in his first
brings some comparison to the 1984 three games, which will probably
team, which was the last time the leave him short of McCormick's staRacers began a season with three tistics.
consecutive wins.
Dan Coleman had 115 tackles in
In 1984. running back Willie 1984. Willie Hampton has 21 tackCannon had 728 rushing yards for les after the first three games, and
the season, which is the fourth will need to have some more good
highest total in the last 11 years. In games to catch Coleman.
1995 Derrick Cullors has already
In 1984 the first overtime game
amased 462 yards in Murray's first was played, which saw Murray
three games, over half of what defeat Austin Peay 20-13.
Cannon had all year.
With the way the Racers have
Kevin Sisk, quarterback for the started out this season they could
1984 team, averaged 138.6 yards break most of the 1984 teams offenpassing a game and compiled 1,524 sive and defensive statistics and
yards for the season. This year could be on their way to an OVC
Mike Cherry is aver8jing 173.1 title.
BY BRIAN SMITH

STAfF W a1na

Undefeated
start draws
•
comparisons
to '84 team
'

I

CoMMENTARY

his upstart Racers are headed
to the top.

But for now, the Racers will
The Racers will remain on the ,_
se_t_t1_e_f1_o_r _th_e_i":"r_fa_n_ta
_ st_i_c _s_
t a_rt_.....,
road the following week when
they face Austin Peay Sept. 30
in Clarksville, Tenn. After the
ww'. - • • D 1·AA
two game road trip, the team
-Of the
fllcorcl Prv
will return home for a pair of
games with Tennessee-Martin
3-0-0 1
and lowly Morehead State.
~~lan St. (4) MoO 2
Following a road trip to 3. ~$to (t)
2-Q.O 3
Tennessee Tech on Oct. 28, the 4. = ( 8 )
2·1.0 4
F. Auatin(1) 3-0-0 6
Racers will return to Stewart 5.
2·1.0 7
Stadium for perhaps their 8. Montana
7.
Troy
St
3-0.0
8
toughest game of the season, a
8.
James
Madison
2·1-0
6
showdown with perennial pow9. Eastern Kentucky 2-1-o 9
erhouse Eastern Kentucky.
10. ,SoUthern (1)
a.o-o 10
Murray State will close out

11. Delaware

its '95 schedule with a trip to 12. Central Florida

2-o-o
2·0.0
1-1·0
1-2·0
2-0-0
1-0-0
3-0-0
2-1-0
3·0 · 0
1·2·0
1-2-o
1-2·0
2-1-0
2·1-0
3-0.0

11
14
16
15
18
17

Nashville for a battle with 13. Idaho
Tennessee State Nov. 11 before 14. Youngstown St.
finishing the season at home 15. Boston U.
against Western Illinois Nov. 16. Pennsylvania
17. Richmond
20
18.
18. Georgia Southern
13
The Racers have a long way 18. Murray St.
2
to go to match the team's only 20. William & Mary
19
12
perfect season, an unblemished 21. Grambling St.
21
9-0 mark under the direction or 22. Northern Iowa
23.
Western
Illinois
23
forme r head coach Roy Stewart
24.
Northern
Arizona
25
in1933.
25.
Hofstra
While it may be unfair to predict the team's final destiny in Source: The Pldx:ell SUl
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor
1995, it seems that Nutt and

OVC Preseason Football Poll
Hera Is fie OVC ~ foolbal poles c:hoean bv the leegue's coaches and epons
lnformallon clrec:lm at each raepectiY8 college (lrsf place votes In parentheses):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Eastern Kentucky (15).................................................... 127
Middle Tennessee (2)...................................................... 112
Tennessee State (1)........................................................ 89
Southeast Missouri .......................................................... 84
Tennessee Tech .............................................................. 74
Murray State ............................................................... 59
Austin Peay .............. :..................................................... 55
Tennessee-Martin ............................................................ 32
Morehead State ................................................................16
Msu·s AII-OVC preseason football team members
F11 .t To•.lfn Del< rl'"' Anthony Hutch .lr [kft·rr.rvr> Encl
JJr,wlrdtll•· f•.1t·nt" !11 t lff, ll'-!V•· D<~vid McCann .lr Hurnrmq 8.1c k

Source: Murray Let:lger lind 1'1mes
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

In this Ohio Valley Conference preseason football poll, the
league's coaches and sports info rmation direct ors put the Racers
in the lower haJf of the standings. Afte r o nly three games, the
Racers have proven them wrong with an impressive 3-0 start to
the '95 season.
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Expo Center receives $24,000 grant SGA ·picks Mr.
MSU candidate,

Commission provides donations or grants to buildings that
promote tourism.
·
The
Murray
Tourism
Jim Vaughan, assistant dean
Commission
is
donating to the College of Industry and
$24,000 in the form of a grant Technology, went to the
to
the
West
Kentucky tourism commission and was
Exposition Center to make granted $24,000 to be paid over
improvements and to purchase the next three years in $8,000
stalls for horse shows and install ments.
rodeos.
The Expo Center holds many
The grant was awarded to events during the year includthe Expo Center to improve ing intercollegiate rodeos, tractheir stalls in order to get "bet- tor pulls, registered quarter
. ter horse shows, and quality horse racing, arts and craft
horse shows," said Judy shows, and an annual home
Gargus,
Murray Tourism and garden show in the spring.
Director.
The Expo Center also rents
The University owned Expo out a meeting room, which it
Center is located across from advertises as having "no arena
Calloway County High School odor." The meeting room is
on College Farm road.
open for meetings, and wedThe original stalls had been dings.
in use by the Expo Center since
Horse riding lessons arc a lso
it opened in 1976. After years of available during the week from
continuous use, the stalls start- beginner to intermediate leved to show their age with rust els.
and dents inflicted by horses
The Expo Center has been
and bulls.
making other improvements for
"The newer stalls are safer over two years. The Center has
because they don't. allow the added new tile to the lobby and
horse to get it's foot s t uck meeting room. The Center has
between the bars, and prevents also put advertisements around
a horse from biting another the outside fence of the arena
horse. Thereby stopping the and on the wall.
spread of disease," explained
"We're getting a lot of good
Mary Kay Kirks Expo Center support from the University,
Building Manager, on why the and from Murray, that makes
newer stalls are a needed things go smoother," Kirks
improvement.
said.
The
Murray
Tourism
The next big improvement
BY jACOB BURGESS

REPORTER

Rembrandts
cancel concert
Bv JACOB BURGESS
REPORTER

Joe Hedges/Guest

Jim Vaughan, assistant dean, HSU college of industry and technology (left), West Kentucky Exposition C e nter manager Mary
Kay Kirks, (middle), and Hurray Tourism Co mmission director
Judy Gargus, (right ), review details of a $24,000 agree ment t o
upgrade facilities at the Expo Ce nte r.
the center wants to make is to
"Rodeos, truck pulls, and bull
fix the roof which leaks. The and horse shows just takes a lot
roof is over 70,000 square feet of
wear-and-tear,"
said
and will be the most costly Vaughan on why they needed
improvement, said Vaughan. the new equipment.
The center also hopes to buy a
Or. Tom Auer, dean of the
new sound system and a light- College of Industry and
ed sign by the road.
Technology has been ~su pportThe center has just bought a ive of what Mrs. Kirks and
new score board and a four-in- what we've been trying to do at
one tiller which replaced old the Expo Center," Vaughan
and worn out equipment.
said.

FREEDOM FEST
FALL

ALA

City- Wide
Yard Sale

4.1
-·
Sat'urday, Sept. 23 -- 7 a .m. - 3 p.m.

Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions of
items to be sold are available for $1.00 in the
Murray Tourism Commiss ion office at the
Commerce Centre, 805 N. 12th St .. on Sept. 22
from 8:30a.m. - 4 :30p.m . and on Sept. 23
from 6 a.m . - 12p .m .
For more information, call 759-2199 or 1- BOO- 715-5004.

The Student Government Association elected Hal
Cunningham as its candidate fpr Mr. MSU contest at a meeting Wednesday.
In other n ews, SGA announced the Rembrandt& concert bas
been canceled. The reason for the cancellation was because
the Rembrandt& are not touring any college campuses this
year.
Jim Vaughan, assistant dean of the College ot Industry and
Technology, proposed that the resident halls should raise
100,000 pennies, $1,000, for the United Way.
In addition to their nationwide fundraising eft'ortsThe
United Way also raises money for the needy, and elderly of
CalJoway County.
The SGA will hold a "Get Involved Workshop• on Monday,
September 25th between Hart and Winslow Cafeteria in the
North residence hall complex.
The workshop will have booths set up with dift"erent exhibits •
on school activities. The workshop will take place fro~ 5 p.m.
to 6:30p.m ..
Freshman Senators. Jason Rouse from Murray and Brad
Leath. were welcomed by SGA. Rouse and Leath were elected
on Tuesday.
The St udent Affairs committee annouliced the planning of a
blood drive.
,
The committee is also trying to put together a gubernatorial
debate between Lieutenant Governor Paul Patton and Larry
Forgy. The debate may be scheduled for late October:

Sunset Boulevard Music

would like to announce its
new .Jr. Panhellinic officers:

# 7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dorms /II
Monday- Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-0113

-·

'

Kelly Polivick
Tori Squires
Christy Sivia

Off

Off

82DD
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Welcome
MSU Students!
We have
a special account ,
for you!

would like to congratulate its
new Associate Class

Racer Special Account
• First order of checks FREE
• No Mir.i:num Monthly Balance
• No per-check Fee

•
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B&ETff KNOTTS
WILLIAM MILLAY III
"

Peoples First believes in you and your future, and
we know that the key to a successful future is having a gcod banking sensei The Racer Special
account makes banking easy end fun! Stop by
any of our Peoples First locations and open your
Racer Specia l a ccount today!

• ATM or Advantage Ca rd
• Racer Special T-Shirt

Visit one of our convenient locations in Murray

·,1

Ma in Office
101 S. 4th St.

University Office
515 N. 12th St.

South Manor Office
611 S. 12th St.

or any of our other location• in McCracken, Ballard, Livinglton, Grave• and Manlaall Counties.

JooY OwEN
SCOTT SMITH

Peoples Fll!tFDIC
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MSU to add anthropology major Students can file
Department discovers need for new degree program for absentee ballots
Students enrolled in the
archeology major would have
Murray State
students the option of four different
searching for a major may soon tracks: ethnology, applied
have a new option to consider. anthropology, linguistics, and
archeology.
An anthropology major proCarstens said MSU is in a
gram will be proposed in 1996.
unique
situation because it
Although the University has
owns
two
archeological sites:
an anthropology minor, there
Wickliffe
Mounds
and Savage
has not been enough interest in
Cave.
the major to implement a proIn addition, the University
gram until recently.
has
an archeological lab that ~
Ken Carstens, professor of
one
of only three academic
anthropology, said that the pro·
curation
facilities in Kentucky.
posal could be sent. to the
A
lab
must
meet federal guideKentucky
Depart ment of
lines
to
be
able
to curate collecHigher Education as soon as
tions.
May 1, 1996.
"We also curate a duplicate
"In the last poll we took, we
copy
of every archeological find
had 65 students with a
in
Kentucky,"
Carstens said.
declared minor (in anthropoloThe
three
major
archeologigy)," Carstens said. "Eightycal programs in Kentucky are
three percent said they would
major in anthropology if it were in Lexington, which covers the
bluegrass and mountain areas,
offered.''
BY REBECCA DOUTT
STAff WRITER

Louisville, which covers north
central Kentucky and Murray
covers western Kentucky.
Carstens said that anthropology is growing in popularity
and will continue to grow.
"In the next 10 to 16 years,
there will be 2,000 to 3,000
openings in universities for
Ph .D.s in anthropology and
archeology," Carstens said. "A
lot of baby boomers are hitting
retirement age, and it is time
for the new generation to step
forward into waiting jobs."
Kathleen Tucker, senior from
Benton, said she is excited
about the possibility of an
anthropology major.
"It will be a great ·boon to the
University," she said.
Tucker, a psychology major
and anthropology minor, said
she would have majored in
anthropology if the major had

existed earlier. She will have
completed most of the requirements for a major in anthropology by the time she graduates.
Tucker said MSU anthropology students have a great
advantage over anthropology
students at other universities.
"Since we don't have a graduate program, we get to participate in field work and in presenting papers.," she said.
The minor already has extensive lab and field experiences.
Carstens said the field experiences give students a greater
appreciation of archeology.
The anthropology department currently has three faculty members: Carstens, Kit
Wesler, and Steven Jones.
Carstens said he is excited
about the potential growth of
the anthropology program at
MSU.

Bv
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General Elections will be held for State offices nationwide on
November 7. Since the great majority of Murray State students do not permanently reside in Calloway County, they will
need to obtain Absentee ballots in order to vote. The rules for
obtaining an absentee ballot are as follows:
• Any student who is pursuing his/her studies outside of the
county where he is registered to vote is eligible to vote using
an absentee ballot.
• The voter or the members of the voter's family can request
the absentee ballot application. This can be done by mail, telephone, FAX, or in person. The County Clerks Office in the
voter's county of residence must receive this request no later
than seven days prior to election day.
• .The voter needs to fill out the application, including where
the voter will be on Election Day and the address where the
ballot needs to be sent.
• The application can be returned to the County Clerk's Office
by mail or in person by the voter or immediate family.
• The ballot will then be mailed to the voter, who fills it out
and then mails it back to his or her County Clerk's Office.
For additional voting information call the Calloway County
Clerk's Office at 753-3923.

Engineering forums allow parties· to air opinions·
jACOB BURGESS

that it would take

Most other states in

PC~------------------------

until the year 2010 before ' '
There is no need
the country allow a passit became a full university.
ing of the 70 percent to
The Freed M. Curd auditorium was Alexander showed how
for an engineering
pass. The meeting also
packed on Thursday, Sept.l4 for the much money it would cost
called for amending of
open meeting of the Legislative tax payers to locate the
school in Kentucky
KRS 322.090 to allow
Interim Budget Review Subcommittee school in Paducah. The
' ' Murray and Western stuto bear Murray State's proposal for total price for 400 students
today.
dents to be able to take the
the engineering school at Paducah would
be
around
test.
Community College.
$139,000,000, Alexander
Currently only graduThe Subcommittee was in Paducah said.
William Wells ates from UK and U of L
earlier that day to hear their side of Alexander
Later in the
presentation
take the t~st in
stressed that_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ can
Kentucky.
the story. The committee consisted of
State Representatives Kenny Rapier, Murray established engigraduates
from
taking
the
Murray State and. U ofL have a plan
Harry Moberly, Joe Barrows, Frank neering programs with the University Engineering in Training (EIT) exami- which has been in effect since the
Rasche and Anne Northup.
of Louisville since the beginning of nation in Kentucky.
beginning of 1994. A student enroUed
Once
students
are
tested
and
receive
at
MSU would receive his undergrad1994.
Murray State President Kern
said
Murray
had
tried
to
the
license
through
another
state's
uate
degree and then transfer to U of
He
also
Alexander started his presentation off
establish
the
same
program
with
the
accredited
technology
program
they
L
for
a master's degree. After receivby telling the subcommittee that it
University
of
Kentucky
but
never
are
required
to
practice
in
that
state.
ing
a
degree
from U ofL the student is
would not be cost efficient for Paducah
eligible to take the fundamental engiCommunity College to have engineer- heard any response to the proposaL
Another part that they wanted to neering test.
ing when universities like Western
Much attention was directed to the change was the percent of questions
Kentucky University and Eastern
After passing the test, prospective
limitations which the KRS 322.090 that students are required to answer
Kentucky University do not offer engiplaces on the engineering graduates of correctly on the examination from 60 engineers would be required to do a
neering programs.
Murray State and WKU.
percentt to 70 percent in order to get four-year internship with a qualified
Alexander told the subcommittee
engineer.
The current Kentucky law restrains the license.
REPORTER

Then, after finishing the four years,
he would be able to take the EIT test
in Kentucky, thus keeping more engineers in the state.
Sid Easley, chairman of the MSU
Board of Regents, said the engineering
debate has become a "political issue.t'
Easley also talked about a poll
involving 700 people from across the
state in which 70 percent opposed
PCC getting the school, another 10
percent were for it and 10 percent did
not know about the proposed school.
After Easley finished his speech,
Mark Hutton dean of college of technology, industry and health at WKU
agreec with Alexander.
"Save the commonwealth as much
(money) as possible," he said.
Other speakers echoed this sentiment.
"There is no need for an engineering
school in Kentucky today," said
William Wells, an engineering consultant from Mayfield.
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Fraternities pleased with successful rush results
BY KATIE THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

Fraternity rush is over and the
University is full of many new Greek
members.
After a week of rush parties and getting to know each other, fraternities
extended bids to prospective members
on Sunday night.
Parties all week consisted of the
Interfraternity Council hot dogger,
pizza parties and special invitational
dinners. Bid acceptance ceremonies
and parties were held Sept. 19 for the
separate fraternities.
Pi Kappa Alpha president Brandon
Hayes said that it was the best rush
he had seen in years.
"I think numbers were above averaget We really appreciate all the great
competition this year," said Hayes.
Sean Sandwel1, president of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, said that he was really
impressed with the way IFC organized
rush. He said that things went much

smoother this year
then in recent years.
Sigma Pi president
Chuck Weis said that
he was pleased with
the way rush went.
"Overall , we had a
good rush this year.
Everything
went
great," said Weis.
Brian Schooly, vicepresident of Alpha
Tau Omega, said that
he also thought rush
went well.
"We did great this
year," Schooly said.
"It was really well
organized."
Lambda Chi Alpha
president David Russell said that they
are anticipating a large rush next
semester also. He also agreed that this
was a great rush.
James Broughton, advisor for.Sigma
Tau Gamma, said that he was pleased

Amphitheater brings

with the variety of activities during
rush.
He said they had more publicity this
year and more people saw t heir name.
"Because of the publicity, we h ad a
much better turnout," Broughton said.

stud~nts

"It was one of our
better years in
terms of getting
new members."
Alpha Sigma
Phi
co-advisor
Paul Radke said
he felt good about
the quality of the
men interested in
their fraternity.
"1 think our
rush went very
well considering
that we are a first
year
organization," Radke said.
Mike Young,
co-advisor
for
Alpha Sigma Phi,
congratulated the members on their
hard work that made this a successful
rush.
Sigma Chi president Bobby Glass
said they were a little more selective
this year. They were pleased, however,

with the men they received.
"The men that associated with us
are very active on campus," said
Glass. "They will be an asset to our
chapter."
Justin Downs, Alpha Gamma Rho
president, said that he was also very
pleased with the quality of men they
pledged.
"They are really great guys and we
are glad to have them," said Downs.
Downs also encouraged people to go
t hrough fraternity rush. He said it is
a really great experience and a good
way to meet people.
Those who accepted bids will spend
the following weeks in their new member programs.
Programs are designed so new members can learn about their individual
fraternities and get to know their new
brothers.
While all the different fraternities
agreed that this year's rush was very
successful, Brandon Hayes summed it
up by saying, ..Rush is great!"

together SLOB hosts campus
involvement seminar

there and talk, sometimes all
night.
"There have been times when
BY MRODI BROWN
Everybody on campus has their
rve looked at my watch and it
ltfrorm
specific place to hang out with
was 4 or 5 a.m. We've even seen
their friends. Now it seems that
the sunrise a few times," Rommel
Getting involved on campus can sometimes be a difficult
the recent craze is to gather at
said.
task for a student; ~specially when he/she does not know what
the Elizabeth Hall amphitheater.
They all seemed to have one
all is out there waiting for him.
Why have these people decided
common request to all University
The Student Leadership Development Board (SLDB) plana
to hang out there? Who are they,
students. They would like for
to help students learn about ,the activities on campus by holdand where do they come from?
everyone to help them keep it
ing a seminar Monday, Sept. 25, entitled ..How to Get Involved
"We all met at Freshman
at Murray State University•.
clean. The a mphitheater is a
Orientation," said Mike Knox,
main spot on campus and it
-rhis organizational fair will take place between Hart Hall
freshman from Louisville. "Its
should look nice.
and Winslow Cafeteria at 5 p.m.," Tricia Richerson, Seminar
just a nice place to hang out with
OCWe have actually cleaned it
Chair, said."'Various organizations will be setting up tents to
all of your friends."
up ourselves three or four times."
represent their clubs and let freshmen know what they are all
"I'm here because my friends
Photo by Danny Vowell/ Photo Editor Knox said.
about. The groups will be set up until around 6:30 p.m."
are here," said Erin Oakes, fresh- Stude nts gathe r at Elizabeth Hall's amplthe ater after classes.
One concern the students who
The organizations represented will be a wide variety of
man from Elizabethtown. "They
gather at the amphitheater have
groups. Among others, there will be religious activities, intraare all good people. You can get any kind of Joplin, play hackey sack and get into some is where to go when the weather turns · mural sports, social groups and academic clubs.
discussion that you want...jokes or philoso- really deep discussions.
cold.
Knox said that they will all
Richerson said there was reasoning behind where and when
phy."
Oakes said they plan things like camping just dress in lot of loose layers. Giles said
the seminar waa located. Having the new students in mind,
"Everybody down here is really cool," trips and going to the movjes as a group. that they will probably just congregate in ~ 1• they planned a time convenient for freShmen to attend.
'
said Arnie Giles1 freshman from Louisville. He said that a few weekends ago about 25 their dorm rooms. She quickly volunteered
-rbe fair has purposely been scheduled during the Winslow
"I don't think people should walk by and people all went camping tOgether at the her room for the first really cold night.
cafeteria dinner houn," Richerson said. "'We tried to think of a
look at us weird. We're all cool here. We're Land Between the Lakes. He said they had
So go over and get to know this crowd at
place where the freshmen would already be at one certain time
not going to hurt anyone. Come on over a really good time and would like to get the amphitheater and join in on a discusof the day. This way students can just drop by the seminar
more people involved and do it again soon. sion about how to save the world or hear
and hang out with us."
right after eating."
They sit around together and do things
Kris Rommel, freshman from Oldham the latest jokes. Everyone i's accepted there
The seminar is just the first of three events that have been
like play the guitar or sing a little Janis County, said that they just like to sit out just the way they are.
planned by the SLDB.

Bv KATIE THOMAS

STAff WRIT£1

Chocolate Box full of romance
Student production truly a group effort
Bv. M ANDY

W OLF

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

The Chocolate Box Theatre will soon be filled
with "Romance/ Romance."
The Kentucky Theatre and Gossip
Productions will present "Romance/ Romance,"
a musical show about the heartaches and joys
oflove on Friday and Saturday at 8 pm in 310B
Wilson Hall.
Tricia Adams, senior from Hawsville, stars in
both acts with Shane Morton, senior from
Benton.
Adams said the first act is a time piece entitled "The Little Comedy," and is set in Vienna.
..It's about Alfred and Josephine, two aristocra.ts who are bored with the rich life," Adams
said.
She said the two characters disguise themselves as street people and end up falling in
love.
The second piece, "Summer Share," is set in
more modern times.

Adams said the play focuses on Sam and
Monica, who are best friends but are each married to someone else.
While their spouses sleep, they catch up on
old times.
As the night wears on, the two discuss faithfullness and toy with the idea of having an
affair.
"Romance/ Romance" was produced on
Broadway during 1988-89 and starred television actor Scott Bakula of "Quantup Leap"
fame. It was nominated for eight Tony awards.
Adams said the revivial here was an all-student produced show.
The lights, sets and cast were done by students studying theater.
"Everybody in the cast helped direct it,"
Adams said.
The show is the Unversity's entry into the
Kentucky Theatre Festival, which will be held
in Murray Nov. 16-19.
The festival showcases plays from Kentucky
high schools and colleges.

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

St ude nts play pool in the Curris Ce nter game room t o pass t he time in between studying.

Alison Krauss, Union Station
play to 1,300 fans in Lovett
Bv jENNIFER Po rrER
STAff WltiTOl

Take some sad country love
songs, add a large helping of
bluegrass and a dash of downhome comedy and you h ave
Alison Krauss and Union
Station, who performed in
Lovett auditorium Sept. 17.
Wayne Wallace, disc jockey
for WKYQ in Paducah and
their mascot, the WKYQ
Rabbit, welcomed the crowd
and emceed the concert.WKYQ
had provided 40 free tickets to
the concert.
Singer/songwriter Michael
Lillie of Nashville opened the
show with some of his original
material. He sang with only the
accompaniment of his acousticguitar. He called his style "folk
music with a country flavor."
He ended with his version of a
country heartache song, "You
Done Me Wrong, but at Least
You Done Me."
Following a brief intermission, Krauss and Union Station
took the stage in front of a
crowd of approximately 1300
people. She and the band
played their hit songs as well
as several bluegrass instrumentals.
Krauss performed her number one single "When You Say
Nothing at All," a remake of
Keith Wbitley's tune by the
same name. They performed
other hits like "Steel Rails,"
"Baby Now That I Found You"
and Shen andoah's "Ghost in
This House."
Krauss has been nominated
for five Country Music
Association awards including
Best Female Voc8.list and Song

Photo courtesy ot Myers Medtil•

Alison Krauss and Union Station played In Lovett Auditorium on
Sept. 17 to a crowd of approxim ately 1300 people.

of the Year for "When YotJ Say
Nothing at All.".
Kelly Andrews, a graduate
student from
Henderson,
worked the concert for Student
Government Association and
met Krauss and Union Station.
"She was extremely nice and
had nothing but good things to
say about SGA and the students working," Andrews said.
"Union Station even went
rollerblading th rough campus
Sunday."
Some other c!oncert-goers
enjoyed the show, but weren't
overly enthusiastic.
Nichole Cornelius, a junior
from Hopkinsville, said, "Alison

Krauss was really great and I
liked her, but I felt like I was
watching Hee Haw or maybe
something from Opryland."
Danielle Lear, freshman from
Elkton, said that she realized
bluegrass just wasn't her kind
of music.
"' don't regret going; it just
wasn't for me," she said.
Amy Elliot, freshman from
Mayfield, said that she thought
the concert was wonderful.
"I especially loved the Keith
Whitley song, that was the
main Teason I went," Elliot
said. "I also liked all the other
songs she did. I will probably go
out and buy the tape."
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Freshmen elect senators

MOTORMAN

8Y SLONE HUTCHISON
AsSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Danny Vowell/ Photo Editor

Sam Wheeler, freshman from Paducah, totes a friend's laundry on his motor scooter outside
of Hester Hall.

The Student Government Associaton is now
two members stronger.
Brad Leath, from Mayfield and Jason Rouse,
from Murray, were elected freshmen senators
Tuesday.
"The main goal of this year's event was to get
people out and vote and it
worked because we had an
increase in voting this year
from freshmen," Rouse said.
Leath said his motivation for
running for freshman senator
was a desire to get involved
and the beginning of a life-long
goal to be in politics.
"I want to set an example for
ROUSE
people because the people in
college now are our future political leaders" Leath said.
"My main objective is to take my ideas to SGA
and try my best to have them sought after and
accomplished," Rouse said.
"I was really impressed by some of the issues
brought up at the first SGA meeting," Leath
said. "I'm very honored to be a part of SGA at
Murray State."
"I am really eager to jump in and show people
what I can do, I feel I can really help out certain
situations and benefit MSU," Rouse said.
"I wanted to do this because I feel I can lead
people in the right direction, but most of all I
want people to know they can walk with me, not
beside me," Leath said.
Rouse feels his victory was the product of effective campaigning.
"I didn't go out and ask people to vote for me, I
just went out and talked to freshmen and told
them what I was about and what I wanted to do,
Rouse said. "I just focused on going out and

meeting people."
You can put your picture everywhere, but that
doesn't mean people will vote for you," Rouse
said.
"I had a campaign staff of about 25 people who
really helped me out; Leath said.
"I would come out of class sometimes and they
would be handing out flyers and talking to people. They did all of it out of the goodness of their
own hearts and I couldn't have done it without
them," Leath said.
"I feel that 1 am the man to persuade people to
do what they know to be right, I feel that only · '
true genuine people will make it as the leaders
of tomorrow," Leath said.
SGA president, Brum Kassing, said he was
pleased with the freshman tum out which was
around 350.
"Brad and Jason seem to really be in tune with
freshman issues and concerns," Kassing said. "I
think they'll definitely be able
to get something done for the
freshman class."
Kassing said he was
impressed with their campaign
strategies and their work ethic.
"I'm very excited for them to
be a part of our student senate," Kassing said.
Leath and ROuse said they
LEATH
are looking forward to working
together and have already discussed some of their plans as well as some of the
issues concerning freshmen that they feel need
to be addressed.
"We want to work with people and find out
what they think," Leath said.
Both would like to encourage all freshmen to
come to them with any concerns or suggestions.
The new freshman senators can be reached
through the Student Government Association
office at 762-6951.

Alpha Delta Chi,
sisters in Christ,
would like to welcome
its fall pledge class:

• Silver
• Diamonds
• All Types Of Jewelry Repair

J.T.Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Center

759-1141
'

ANDREA MARTIN
CHARLENE ORR
AMY MIZE
MELISSA IAMB
Jill: BULLEN
CONGRATULATIONS LADIES I

I•

Mosey on over to

Long John
Silvers
WHAJ: Double elimination softball

tournament
WH~N: Sept 30; Entry deadline Sept. 22
WH~R~: NewCity Park

HOW: Contact Kelli at 753·7199

~NJRY fH: ~75 perteam
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FOR A RIP-ROARIN' NIGHT OF

Country
Dancin'
Saturday Sept. 22
7:30- 9 p.m.
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Susan Rogers
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Mulligan traces disappearance of Irish immigrants
.
"I'm mainly looking at their experiences such
as when they came to America and how their
community developed," Mulligan said. "I haven't
discovered why they disappeared, but I have
found out some interesting things. "
Upon arriving in America, the Irish immigrants quickly

such things as the number of kids they had,
what type of house they lived in and what their
lives were like," Mulligan said. •rm very interested in the marriage of the children and if they
married outside their ethnic group. It is possible
that they could have just intermarried and been
absorbed."
' ' I think one ofthe big·aest advantaaes
"As 1 get deeper
b
b
into my research,
history has is that for most people, it
the more questions
. .
. . II .
.
h
b
I find to ask."
IS mtrlnSICa y Interesting tO ear a OUt Mulligan said.

BY j ENNIFER POTIER
STAFF WRITU

William Mulligan is bringing cultural awareness to Murray State's campus.
Mulligan, visiting assistant professor of history, came to Murray to teach courses in the public history graduate program.
established
; "It (public history) is something I am interest- c h u r c h e s ,
social and fraed in," Mulligan said.
' Public history involves preserving historical ternal halls,
places, artifacts, historical markers, and muse- the first of
um work.
WThheich
wSats.
other people and their experiences. '' hopes
Mulligan said he
to keep at
Mulligan is currently researching the disapPatrick
socithis
project
for a
pearance of Irish settlers in upper Michigan, and
ety.
This
frafew
years.
plans to write a book on his discoveries.
hall
William Mulligan "It's difficult try•rm studying the lives of the Irish immigrants, ternal
particularly those involved in mining 'operations also doubled- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ing to do the
research
from
in the upper peninsula, and why that particular as a burial
hall.
The
Murray because most of it has to be done by
group disappeared while other ethnic groups
organization made sure that each member who going to the site to visit libraries, churches, and
stayed," said Mulligan.
died had someone to mourn him at his funeral.
cemeteries," he said. "I hope to go back (to
He became interested in the subject during the
"One of the immigrants' worst fears was that Michigan) in January for a couple of weeks and
summer of 1993, just before he came to Murray they would be forgotten," Mulligan said. possibly during spring break."
State. At the time, Mulligan was living in upper
"Fraternal halls were a way of creating an interWhile in Murray, Mulligan utilizes microfilms
Michigan and researching some of the copper im family."
of
U.S. census schedules, weekly newspapers
and silver mines in the area.
1
In the 1860's, the community had grown fairly from the mining towns and national newspapers
"It was interesting, I thought, that initially
large and prosperous after just 20 years in exis- that were published for Irish-Americans
there were large numbers of Irish people there,"
"There is much trivial news in those papers
said Mulligan. "They became an established part tence. It became involved in the Fenian movement,
a
militant
brotherhood
developed
to
liberthat
tell a lot about the people in the town
of the community, lawyers, judges, as well as
ate
Ireland
from'
English
rule
through
violent
because
from December to April upper Michigan
miners. Then, by 1920, they were almost comrevolution.
was
isolated,"
said Mulligan. "Great Lakes shippletely gone and other ethnic groups, particular"I'm more interested in the average family; ping stopped around Thanksgiving because the
ly Fins and Italians, had taken their place."

lakes were frozen, and the only way to get anything in or out was by dogsled from Green Bay."
he said.
The national newspapers fulfilled the immigrants' desire to keep in touch with others from
their homeland so that they would know where
to relocate if unhappy," Mulligan said.
Mulligan said he also gets much of his information from tombstones. The monuments tell
name, origin, date of arrival in America and
cause of death.
Mulligan is interested in what part of Ireland
people came from. He obtains this information
from naturalization records, church records and
the records of some of the social clubs.
"My ultimate goal is to write a book that
explains the contributions this group made and
why, in the end, this group disappeared and left
so little behind. The history of failure can tell us
as much about people's lives as the history of
success," said Mulligan.
"When writing a book like this you just take a
chance," Mulligan said. "It could be that the
answers will be boring, but I always manage to
find something interesting to write about. I don't
worry about it too much, but it's always in the
back of my mind."
"I think one of the big advantages history has
is for most people it is intrinsically interesting to
hear about other people and their experiences,
Mulligan said. "I think that's one things we have
going for us as historians."

Campus-wide basketball tournament set for Oct. 8
BY CARY l. ECKARD
STAFF WRITER

Interested in showing off your basketball prowess with a couple
offriends and winning some money at the same time? Now is your
chance. There will be a campus-wide 3 on 3 co-ed basketball tournament held o~ Oct. 8 sponsored by Hart Hall Resident Adviser
Troy Hartman.
Hartman needs 16 three-person teams. Each team is allowed
two alternates. Each team must pay a $15.00 entry fee that will
go towards a $240 prize for the winning team. The winning team
will win $240, but currently it appears that there isn't going to be

a winning team because people have not answered his flyers.
"fve talked to only 15 or 20 people," said Hartman." The publicity flyers have left Hart Hall, but I really haven't talked to anyone outside of Hart."
Hartman has put flyers for the tournament on bulletin boards
all over campus and has given the flyers to RAs at every residence
hall.
"Whether they (the RAs) put them up or not, I don't know,"
Hartman said.
Hartman is having the tournament for his monthly RA program
which he said is designed to bring students together. These programs are based on the wellness model.

A L A would like to CCaJ>liil$1f~fu1ll1l~fr(!

Phone - 753 - 4320

Gene·lo's

"The wellness model is a model used with six aspects," Hartman
said. "The aspects are physical, intellectual, social, occupational,
and enrichment."
"You try to give students a well rounded college experience"
"It will hopefully promote community because it will bring a
whole bunch of people together, they'll get to know one another,
get a chance to go out and have fun together and experience other
people," Hartman said. "It will not only promote physical experience, but community."
The deadline to join the tournament was Thursday, Sept. 21,
but Hartman will take teams until Monday if there are still openings. Anyone interested in playing may contact him in Hart Hall.

. MAGIC NEEDLE TATTOO'S
- Over 15 Yeara of Experience j

'fLOWBRS

70 8 8 0VYK • YK 8'1'.
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• Body pletc:lng
• Cover-up apaaillst
• No drugs or llcohol
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11 a.m. Bible St udy Forming
Tuesday
Bible Study
Join us
upstairs at
11 a.m.

Discuss
Topics of
YOUR
CHOICE

For more information, Call: 753 - 9859

The United Methodist Campus Fellowship at
1315 Payne St.
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Cover letters
Professionally written, laser printed
20 copies & 10 envelopes included
Choice of colored paper & envelopes
Fast results I Low price
Update & reorganize old resumes

TYPING SERVICES
• Papers, reports, docwnents, etc.
• Extra copies available

Call

Bright Ideas
502-443-5431
Student Discount $10 Off

Decade COs by
Neil Young,
The Allman Brothers,

REO, Jeff Beck,
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Racers gear u p· for M TSU
MSU moves to 19 th in nation; Cullors paints 34-0 rout of SEMO
Bv M IKE

0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State football
team, fresh off Saturday's 34-0
shutout of Southeast Missouri
State, is ready to make a big
statement in its Ohio Valley
Conference title hunt with a
with
Middle
showdown
Tennessee State Saturday at 7
p.m. in Murfreesboro.
Head coach Houston N utt
was impressed by the 11,238
Racer fans who showed for
MSU's home opener in spite of
the poor weather. The attendance was the largest in
lq,800-seat Stewart Stadium
since 1985.
"I appreciate the crowd for
showing up in the rain," Nutt
said. "We deserve it for all the
hard work we've done. They
(the crowd) wouldn't have done
that two years ago."
The Racers, 3-0 for the first
time since 1984, when MSU
won its last OVC crown, have
climbed up to 19th in The
Sports Notebook Division I-AA
footbaH poll.
The squad has outscored
Western Kentucky, Southern
Illinois and SEMO by a combined margin of 104-17, led by
a defensive unit that is third in
the nation in scoring defense
and fourth in total defense.
The Racer stoppers sacked
SEMO quarterbacks five times
as the Indians gained just
seven first downs and 29 yards
rushing. Cornerback William
Hampton, a junior from Little
Rock, Ark., intercepted a pass
and returned it 27 yards, setting up a one-yard touchdown
run by fullback David McCann,
a junior from Elizabethtown.
Ronnie Merritt, a sophomore
linebacker from Russellville,
Ark., led a balanced attack
with five tackles and a sack.
Merritt is happy with the early
accomplishments of the squad,
but he knows the team is not
satisfied yet.
"We want to come back next

week and play well," Merritt
said. "We want to keep from
getting a big head and just go
after Middle Tennessee."
A key to success against
MTSU will be tailback Derrick
Cullors. The senior from
Richardson, Texas gained 252
yards on 27 carries for three
touchdowns against SEMO,
and is thankful to his teammates for helping him blossom
into such an impact player.
"I'm glad I'm helping the
team, but I can't do it alone,"
Cullors said. "We've got linemen blocking, fullbacks doing
the job and quarterbacks making the right calls."
Quarterback Mike Cherry,
while having a modest performance in completing 10 of 20
passes for 110 yards, changed
the play at the line of scrimmage for Cullors' six-yard
scamper to open the scoring.
The junior from Texarkana,
Ark. threw two interceptions,
but is not concerned about
inconsistency in the passing
game, as it has the potential to
win a game by itself.
"Considering we didn't have
to pass tonight, we're doing
good, especially with the way
our offensive line is blocking
and how we're running the
ball," Cherry said. "If the situation arises where we have to,
we'll be alright. We have the
receivers to make the plays."
Nutt is not worried about the
possibility of a letdown against
the Blue Raiders, as his troops
learned from their mistake in
last season's 23-21 home loss,
where the Racers fumbled
away a fourth-quarter lead.
"I won't have to get them psyched up for Middle," Nutt said.
"We're a different club, and we
just have to keep moving the
ball consistently."
The Blue Raiders are 2-1,
with conference wins over
Tennessee State and a 42-0
road victory over Morehead
State. MTSU leads the series
with MSU 35-27-3.
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End of
lockout ,

ensures .
season
·NBA players,
owners need to
dis cuss issu es

I•
I

Now that the National
Basketball Association play- ~
er lockout is over after a , .
summer
of
bickering .
between players and management ,__ _ _ _...,.

over the SPORTS
u s u a I
strike- TALK
r e 1 a t e d J-----.-..o4
topics, per- MIKE
haps the 0HSTROM
league can ....___ _ _ ___,
refocus itself on the real matters at hand, namely how to
regain its momentum as one
of the country's most popular
and followed sports.
The NBA has always
sought to attract fans to its
product, most notably by
using celebrities to promote
"The NBA: It's FAN-tastic"
advertising campaign.
But with teams such as the
Orlando Magic asking for a
new stadium since their
state-of-the-art 0-rena supposedly cannot accomodate
its ticket demand and exorbitant attendance figures,
apparently the NBA has
become overconfident in its
fanbase, almost sinking to
the depths of the major
- league baseball and the
National Hockey League
bungled strike negotiations.
Fortunately, a player
walk-out will not be the case
in the NBA, as both sides
have reconvened and are
Danny Voweii/Photo Editor
talking their way back to
Hurray State cheerleader Sabrina Smith, a sophomore from Murray, had much to yell about duragreements on financial
Ing t he Racer football team's 34·0 home thrashing of Southeast Missouri State Saturday.
issues. Still, the league must
shake off the same specter
that has detracted fan loyal·
ty from baseball and the
NHL: petty arguments
between players and owners
over salary caps, television
contracts and revenue sharing, among other disputes
over money matters.
In other words, the NBA
STAFF REPOIO'
needs
to return its attention
Monday, while Alpha Tau Omega defeated
B Y BRIAN SMITH
to
what
has made the profesSTAFF WRITER
Sigma Pi 12-11. On Tuesday, Sigma Pi lost
The Murray State men's golf team won its second meet of the
sional
sports
organization so
another close one to Sigma Chi 11-10.
fall season by edgi.Iig out Louisville by one stroke at the 1995
in
the last 15
successful
In the women's league, Sigma Sigma Sigma
The Murray State campus recreation fall
McDonald's-Peoples First Intercollegiate Invitational Saturday
years
its
presentation
of the
schedule is under way with the intramural soft.. romped Alpha Gamma Delta 12-1, Alpha
at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
~
game
of
basketball.
ball season getting into full swing at Murray- Omicron Pi defeated Alpha Sigma Alpha 6-2 and
The Racers' blue squad scored a two-round total of 580 (288The NBA has always
the Bombers unleashed an offensive assault
Callaway
County Park behind Wal-Mart.
292) to beat the Cardinals, who shot a 581, and Wright State,
catered
to its fans by incorOn Wednesday night, pitcher Jamie Dunn had Tuesday against the Rolling Rockets to win deciwhich placed third with a 583. MSU's gold team ti~:~d
porating
rules that favor
his stuff going as he helped his Pi Kappa Alpha sively 22-7.
Moredhelld State for fourth after tallying a 584 (293-291).
fast-paced,
high-scoring
In the Mighty Morphin competitive division,
brothers to a 12-2 victory over Alpha Gamma
Sophomore Matt Adams, ofWalpole, Mass., and junior Brian
play,
such as the
offensive
Rho. Dunn also chipped in with a two-run inside- the Packers ran over the Cross Trainers 24-4,
Duckwall of Hillsboro, Ohio guided the blue squad, while senior
24-second
shot
clock,
bringwhile in the Power Rangers league, Team
the-park home run.
Jason Lancaster of Mayfield led the gold teatn. Each Racer took
ing
the
three-point
lines
closAGR pitcher Stan Schoder was lit up in every Bozack won by a forfeit over the Dirty Johnnies
team individual honors by tying for second with scores of 141,
er
to
the
basket
and
keeping
inning for at least one run. The game was called and Take 5 edged out the Unwed Fathers 12-10
three shots off the pace set by Wright State's Joe Moore~
defenders from playing zones
Tuesday.
after
5 innings with the 10-run rule in effect.
The Racers return to action Monday at the Summit
or
being too physical.
In other intramural news, the Club Soccer
The Pikes bounced back against AGR after an
Intercollegiate Tournament in Owensboro.
But
while the cities that
11-0 thrashing at the hands of Sigma Chi on Select season starts Sunday at Cutchin Field.
have NBA franchises are
highly involved with their
teams, cities without a local
club to follow often favor the
collegiate game.
NCAA basketball, with its
truer version of the sport, is
enjoyed by more hoops
enthusiasts because such
strategies as zone defenses
keeping her concentration on
Peay and to work out any phys- lem. It's just poor execution."
BY M IKE 0HSTROM
and full-court pressure not
ASU Edges Lady Racers
Middle hitter Stephanie the matters at hand.
SPORTS EDITOR
ical or mental flaws that
only give a tactical sense to
Although the Lady Racers recently
''The whole team has been
remain from the team's Diebold, a freshman from
the contest, but they also
got a big win against NE Illinois.
With the bulk of its non-con- exhausting eight-game, two- Louisville, has provided an supportive of me; they don't
provide color and character
they dropped to 3-6 with loss~s to
ference schedule put to rest, tournament road trip over the instant spark to the Racers. look down on me as a freshto
a certain school based on
UT-Martin, Youngstown St. and
the Murray State volleyball past two weeks.
The inaugural OVC Freshman man," Diebold said. "All I want
their
style of play.
most recently, Arkansas State.
team can focus on regaining its
"1 think we've learned a lt>t of the Week was named to the to do is help the team win the
if there is anything
And
Here is the box score:
status as an Ohio Valley about ourselves and about Northeast lllinois Invitational OVC this year."
that the NBA is missing, it is
Fellow Louisville native Jill
Conference powerhouse.
sticking together as a team," first team Saturday after guidMSU 15 6 10 13
the uniquity of teams and
The Racers, 3-6 and 1-0 in Bowlin said. "I think we need to ing MSU to a straight-set win Kennedy has also played her
AS U 13 15 15 15
how they utilize their talent
conference play, have a week pick it up on offense in terms of over NIU. The team dropped its way into the starting lineup, as
to win. In other words, basMSU (3-6, 1·0 OVC)
ASU (9-4)
off to regroup after Tuesday being smart and knowing when first
two
matches
to the sophomore has developed
ketball games can again
MSU Team Leaders:
night's 13-15, 15-6, 15-10, 15- to put the ball down.
State
and as a defensive specialist.
Youngstown
Kills- Stephanie Diebold (22)
focus on how the teams
1
Assists- Kristi Hoffman (32)
13 loss to Arkansas State in
''Everything is coming togeth'Serving accuracy and consis- Tennessee-Martin in a nonmatch up, rather than havAces- Sarah Boland (3)
Jonesboro, Ark. Head coach tency is another aspect of the OVC contest.
er the more we play," Kennedy
Digs- Jill Kennedy (18)
ing the individual confrontaBlocks- Stephanie Diebold (2)
Brenda Bowlin is using the game we need to work on.
Diebold thanks her team- said. "We've picked up our
tions between superstars
Source: MSU Athletics
time to help her squad regroup We're hungry, so being intense mates for letting her enjoy her defense a lot, and we're ready
being so closely scrutinized.
for Tuesday's match at Austin and aggressive is not the prob- early individual success while to play OVC teams."
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Men's golf squad
wins home meet

Students take to field
in intramural softball

Racers set to do111inate OVC

Freshman upstart Diebold wins first-team recognition at Northeast Illinois tournament
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SPORTS t

:MSU places fifth, sixth
Roberts guides cross country team as coaching search continues
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPOns EDITOR

Interim head cross country coach
Rachelle Roberts is in the thick ofthings as
Murray State athletic director Mike
Strickland searches for a replacement for
Wayne Pate, who left his post as MSU
·track and cross country coach for the assistant position with Purdue's track team.
Meanwhile, the Racer cross country
·squad is running on all cylinders, with the
'women placing fifth and the men sixth at
the 199~ Track Legends Classic Saturday
·at Kereiakes Park in Bowling Green.
,Western Kentucky's men's team beat
Southern Indiana by 23 points, while
.Eastern Kentucky's women runners outsprinted USI by 35 points.
' Jason McKinney and Charmaine
Thomas continue to lead the way, finishing
ninth and 15th, respectively, in the individual races.
McKinney,
a
sophomore
from
Georgetown, m., completed the five-mile
chase in 26:33, followed by freshman Brad
Mason of Evansville, Ind., who went the
distance in 28:34. Mason enjoys his role in
the supportive cast in trying to lead his
teammates to the front of the pack.

"Last year, we didn't have a lot of people
out
on the team, so we've got a new tea.m
"
Things are going rather
together this year," Bohanon said.
smoothly. We have 20 new
"Charmaine is our mentor, and I think
runners, so were getting along everyone is going to pull together and
improve a lot. We're looking forward to a
just fine considering the
fun year."
(coaching) situation.''
Roberts said that despite placing near
the back of the field in the team standings
in Bowling Green, the team is definitely
catching
stride.
Rachelle Roberts
~e ran better than the overall scorea
showed," Roberts said. "That was some
"I'm just trying to come in and con- tough competition and we didn't place well
tribute," Mason said. "It's a learning expe- as a team, but we had some great individrience for me, and I'm not trying to do any- ual showings."
thing spectacular.
Strickland has indicated that the next
"Our team has a lot of depth because we deadline for a decision on the permanent
have both middle-distance and long-dis- head coaching job will be sometime next
week. An undisclosed candidate turned
tance runners."
Thomas, a senior from St. John's, down an offer to take over the team last
Antigua, led the Lady Racers in the five- week after the MSU athletic department
mile jaunt with a time of 19:23. Freshman conducted an interview.
Roberts is not concerned with the search
Laura Bohanon, of Paducah, and junior
for
a new coach, as she bas her hands full
Phyllis Jackson, of Magnolia Park, Fla.,
with
directing a very inexperienced squad.
came in 23rd and 24th place with times of
"Things have
going rather smooth20:09 and 20:14, respectively.
Bohanon is ready to provide depth for ly," Roberts said. "We have 20 new runThomas in leading the charge of MSU's ners, so we're getting along just fine considering the situation."
promising recruiting class in 1995.

"
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Lady Racers fight
ISU, Evansville rain
BY BRJAN SMITH
STAff WIITU

The Murray State women's
tennis team opened the year
Friday in Evansville, Ind.
with a loss to Indiana State.
The Lady Racers* doubles
combinations of Martha
Zimmer
and
Brooke
JJerryman and Amy Gemmill
and Jennifer Jones took two
out of three matches from
,ISU. The Lady Sycamores
pushed back and won four of
the six singles matches to win
the contest. Junior Renea
Cates
and
freshman
Berryman posted the two singles wins for MSU.
Head coach Connie Keasling
thinks that overconfidence
and conditioning might have
played a factor.
-:t'he way we started out by
winning doubles gave us lots
of confidence going into the
singles, maybe too much confidence," Keasling said. ..AlSo,

the hard play in the doubles
may have taken a little more
out of us than we expected,
and that resulted in the way
we played singles."
Keasling thinks that ISU's
addition of two foreign athletes to their team gave them
the advantage since these
players were playing year·
round. She also pointed out
that her team needs to play in
the summer to keep themselves in top condition.
MSU's Saturday matches
against
Evansville
and
Louisville were rained out.
"With the two other matches
rained out, we only had a
chance to play one match,"
Keasling said. "If we had
played those other two matches we probably would have
come out on top plus we would
have had extra match play.•
Murray State's next match
is the MTSU Invitational on
September
22-24
m
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

$ 3.99 +tax

SigmaBEE'igrna
6
6
Would like to welcome

P.S. Don'tforget to bring in

it's newest members

Health Line

Betsy Cates
Mina Kouklan
Jennifer Clayton Courtney McCoy
Misty Dick
Danielle Patterson

7'6 2•3809

Breakfast Buffet
-- All You Can Eat -Saturday & Sunday
7 - 10:30 a.m.

Punch Cards

IT'S A GOOD TIME

FOR THE GREAT TASTE

M
tllli.

107 N. 12th St.

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
testing and STD testing
for further information dial

Monday - Friday
This service is funded by the

Purchase District Health Dept.
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Frame & Poster Sale
Residence Hall Securit:y
Guards Needed

Q

UALIFICATIONS
regular prices

* Must be available

Frames,
Framed Prints,

from Midnight- 8 a.m.
* Must have at least a
2.0 GPA
* Must be at least a
second year student

Include soroiity name, person's name, school name,
and title for book with your order.
Catalog free wtth order or $3.00 seperately.

HOUSING OFFICE

Now available at:
The Rose
311 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001
(502) 443 - 2483

LOOK! iJg,

.•

Home of the bottomless coffee cup
Stop by for one of our many breakfast items

f

Try our great DELl SANDWICHES
each made with 1/4 lb. meat, crisp
lettuce and tomatoes, served with
chips and a pickle spear.

~

, )}II
J

And our famous 1/3 1b. home-made
BURGERS made fresh each day
with 100% ground beef!

Monday- Friday 7 a.m. - 4 p.m.

753-3406

Located across from Wilson Hall on 15th St.
/

Now thru Sunday, Sept. 24

Pier1•0PIS·

forach~ge

UNIVERSITY PLAZA ••••••• ON CHESTNUT STREET
ONE BLOCK EAST OF MSU CAMPUS

XA hopes that all

Proud to have served you GREAT
FOOD and FAST SERVICE for
"14 YEARS''

t

and Posters

cartoons
"Sorority.. as pictured: $13.50 post paid

Art &

APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP AT

MSU

I

ororities are enjoying
the 23rd annual
Watermelon Bust. n.~
We would like to wish you all

Good Luck!
*Remember, all of your hard
work is benefiting the

Christian Children's Fund.*

I
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Rifle team
Sports
reloads after Notebook
placing 4th
BY MIKE OHSTROM
SPOilS EDITOR

The Murray State rifle team, after winning fourth
place at the NCAA Championships last spring in
Annapolis, Md., is ready to continue its success as a
national title contender.
The Racers host Tennessee Tech, Morehead State,
Tennessee-Martin and Kentucky Saturday at 8 a.m.
in the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in Stewart Stadium.
The team will shoot today at 3:30 p.m. to allow time
for the visitors to complete their rounds on Saturday.
Three of the top shooters on the squad graduated,
including
individual national champion Benjie
tor
Belden,
but
the Racers return captain Amanda Stone
Murray State women's golfer Rechelle Cadwell, a senior from Benton, examand
freshman
sensation Iryt Chance, who earned the
Ines the slopes of the green before putting at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
1994-95 All-America team.
Head coach Elvis Green is looking forward to this
season's group of shooters, but he is concerned about
how the team, with only two seniors and two juniors,
will react to national competition.
a pretty solid tournament except for ' "It's going to take a lot more work out of this team,
BY BRIAN SMITH
STAff Warna
that last day," Milkman said. but we have the potential," Green said. "Amanda and
..Consistency is something we need to Iryt are back, and we have several shooters that
could step up and do really well. Hopefully we won't
The 1995 Murray State women's work on, but the inconsistency this
golf team opened the season last weekend came from being young and have to wait until the end of the year to find out how
weekend in sixth place at the Tech- it being our first tournament, but we well we'll do."
Stone, a junior from Wyoming, Mich., is going to
will be prepared for our next meet."
Vandy Classic in Cookeville, Tenn.
use
today's meet as a reference point to determine the
MSU shot a 670 (333-337) at the
The Lady Racers were fourth , only
team's
progress over the season.
eight strokes off the lead, after Ironwood Golf Course. Western
"We'll
find where everybody is Friday," Stone said.
Saturday's round. But on Sunday, the Kentucky won themeet with a 647,
"We'll
know
what we need to work on and what our
squad made a few mistakes to t1nish edging Eastern Kentucky by a stroke.
strengths
and
weaknesses are."
Melanie Kopperud and Brandi
sixth overall at the two-day event.
Chance,
a
sophomore
from Louisville, Colo., is conHead coach Velvet Milkman is Stevenson tied for 17th, while Connie
fident
that
her
new
teammates
will be able to fill the
pleased with the team's effort, but Steely finished 22nd overall.
gaps
left.
by
lasy
season's
experienced
shooters.
Milkman expects the Lady Racers
believes consistency is the key.
"I'm
sure
they're
all
going
to
help
out
the team one
"We had two players have bad days to finish in the top five on September
way
or
another,"
Chance
said.
"You
don't
shoot at this
on the same afternoon which really 30 when they travel to Oxford, Miss.
level
if
you
don't
have
the
potential
to
begin
with."
killed us, but other than that we had for the Lady Rebel Invitational.

MSU putters to 6th

Stephanie Diebold and Derrick Cullors have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Diebold, a freshman middle hitter from Louisville,
earned all tournament honors at the Northeast Illinois
Invitational Saturday in Chicago. The Murray State volleyball team lost to Youngstown State ( 15-7, 4- 15, IS-6, I5I 0) and Tennessee-Martin (I 5- 13, 15- 12, 9-1 5, 9- 15, 1512) before beating the meet's host 15-8, 15-4, 15-9. She
led the Racers (3-6, 1-0 in Ohio Valley Conference play}
with 22 kills, seven digs and two blocks in a 13- 15, IS-6,
15-1 0, 15-13 loss to Arkansas State Tuesday in Jonesboro.
Cullors, a senior tailback from Richardson, Texas,
rushed for 252 yards and three touchdowns on 27 carries
in the Murray State football team's 34-0 victo ry over
Southeast Missouri State Saturday. Cullors galloped for
scoring runs of six, 37 and 23 yards, and his effort was
seven yards short of George Greenfield's school record of
259 yards in a single game set in 1972.
The Murray State. men's volleyball club is holding
tryouts in the Carr Health Building Tuesday at 9 p.m. •
Anyone interested should contact Jeremy Hudgin at 7538846 or Andy Anderson at 753- 12 15.
Equestrian t e am head coach Patti Howard has
announced that Racer One should recover in time for the
next Murray State home football game O ct. 7 against
Tennessee-Martin.
After tailback Derrick Cullors ran for a 37-yard touchdown with 4:37 left in the fir:st half of the Racers' 34-0 victory over Southeast Missouri State, Racer O ne began his
traditional lap around the track. Howeve'r, SEMO cheerleaders did not clear his path in time, and the horse pulled
an upper leg musde while turning on the wet surface.

LUCK R ACERS!

AXA Coaches- Mn had a
great time at coaches party!
You all are the greatest! Love,
the sisters of Alpha Delta PI

Special thanks to all of our rush
girls, for your outstanding particlpatlon in this falls rush. Brothers of PI Kappa Alpha

Petal

AXA- Mn wants bust!

To our Pike coaches: Thanks
for a greattlme at Pigoutl We
can'twaituntil nexttimel Love
the sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha

J.K.S. "Did I fall?" Mals, C'est Ia
vie, nonI This Is the art of living.
This Is the art of taking and glv·
ing. Bye! love you.... HI Blacklel

TOGA!
TOGAI
AXA ,
ATO.ALA- Thanksforagreat
m1xer! Love, sisters of r.t.I
Special thanks to all of our
1995-96calendergirls. Broth·
ers of Pi Kappa Alpha
AXA- Mn has got spirit and
wants Bust badl

NOTHING Surprises me
anymore. but that doesn't
really matter because It's all
In the past.
Come check out some cool
stuff at our yard sale! Satur·
day, 6:00 a.m.at the Trl Sigma
housel·

Gospel music concert sponsored
by SGA· Steve Hinze will be in
concert In the Curris Center
theater Monday at 7:30p.m.
Sigma Bust coaches: You TP'd
us good, we still love ya· but you
know what they say about paybacks'

Homecoming queen applica·
lions are due In the SGA office
by 4:30 p.m. today
Please Lord, protect me from
your foUowers

ROOMMATES
Two female roommates needed
for NICE folur bedroom apart·
ment. Cheap rent. Call 7530218

FOR SALE
1988 Audi 5000S Excellent
condition $4,300 753-3293 af·
ter 6 p.m.

FOR RENT

Crazy, we give your movie choice
two BIG thumbs down!! Sexy
and Cool

Nice 2 BRapt. actoss from
Business Building. Call 7537397 after 5 p.m.

SGA is sponsoring Regency In
concertWednesdayat7:00 p.m.
in Winslow

LOST&FOUND

AXA- We're having a blast! Sig·
mas Bust!

Found ring In stadium after the
game. Call and identify 759-

2322
Found pencil in Faculty Hall.

M~~ NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

tC'? f

S2i -

HELP WANTED

$1000FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities &
Student Organizations.
You've seen credit card
fundralsers before, but
you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call
Donna at 1-800.932..0528
ext. 65. Qualified caners
receive a FREE camera.

Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips &
Go Freel Best Trips &
Prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida! Spring Break Travel!
1-800-678-6386
Babysitter needed during
church service, background
check Call evenings 4748541

Make money for your club,
organization, or self. Sell
beautiful Guatemalan vests
and backpacks. Buy at very
low rates and sell for big
profits. For more Information:
Primitives, P>O> Box 3458
Carbondale, ll62901

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

:!

Tanning Salon & Storage Rental
Check out our monthly specials. Stop by or call for more information.
lOo/o Discount for MSU students
Salon 753-3333

812 Whitnell

Storage 753-3853

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BOSINESS
SERVICES

FOARENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST&FOUND
AIDES
MISC.

NOTICE

judicial

Patti's
is now hiring all positions
This is your chance to become part of
Western Kentucky's finest eating
establishment.
Apply in person
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday 9 a.m.-11 a.m.
For more information

~~ Board
~ Meeting
Sept. 25 ~
~.....
4 p.m.

Call 502-362-8844
"U..t ·~ .,.t-. ~ ... ~._.~.. ~ ~.-u . ,.

Ohio Room, Curris Center.
For more information call the SGA office at 762-6951.

7~3-4141
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c:Neon :Beach

Ages 6 weeks to Syears
Full day educational preschool
Full time and part time available

Immediate opening for
waitress position. Apply in
person at the Big Apple
Cafe.

RATES

Hours:
Wednesday - Saturday 4 - 9 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.n1. - 2 p.m.

Hwy. 641 North •

Part-time job 12 to 6p.m. FiVe
days a week Mon.-Fri. $7 per
hour. Send resume to: P.O
Box 1493 Murray, KY. 42071

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20e per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

-THURSDAY25°/o discount for students and faculty
-FRIDAY & SATURDAYSeafood Buffet 5 - 8 p.m. $8.95
-SUNDAYNoon Buffet 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

~.eutn~.eas

Halrc.re Hotline Free advice
on beauty problems, haircare
and styling, men's grooming
753-7455
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the United States in the
fraternity if it is forced to
take girls ."
affairs of a private instiI think they
Brantley Gilmer,
tution that has existed
should seriously
longer than the state you
senior from New Madrid,
represent, I for one am
Mo., is a member of Alph a
look at getting
prepared to let the public
Gamma
Rho and thinks
sororities on that
decide, at the ballot box,
forcing fraternities to
campus.
accept women is wrong.
the merits of the case."
The issue for Murray
"I think that males
and
females
should be
State s tudents is not
split
up
in
Greek
social
whether or not a
Brantley Gilmer
socities,"
he
said.
Louisiana Congressman
can withhold federal
Michael Boulds, an
funding from a privMe
independent senior from
Eldorado, Ill., agrees with
school in Vermont. The
issue for some MSU students is whether Gilmer.
women should be allowed to join a tradi"I think they should seroiusly look at gettionaly m ale fraternity.
ting sororities on that campus," he said.
"I do not think girls should be able to join
Regardless of the students concerns, the
fraternities," said Janet Barnett, an indeadministration
at MSU does not feel that
pendent j unior from Eddyville. "They
the
situation
at
Middlebury should be an
should form sororities if they want to be
issue
for
Murray
State nor do they think
part of Greek associations. Fraternities are
co-ed
fraternities
are
in Murray's future.
established for men."
Jim Bauer, Curris Center director and
A majority of students, both Greek and
Intrafraternity Council adviser, said he did
independent, agree with Barnett.
"I do not think it is right," said Teena not think Murray would have co-ed fraterBurton, senior from Clinton and a member nities unless it was mandated by the fraof Alpha Sigma Alpha. "It would not be a ternities' national offices.

"

Continued from Page 1

associatiQn on your campus with a federal
taxpayer subsidy should be avoided at all
costs," Livingston wrote.
Quinn Hillyer, Livingston's press secretary, said the letter was just one of thousands that the Congressman sends out, to
various institutions and organizations that
receive federal funding in an effort to
determine how the money is spent.
"It was an expression of concern and a
request for information.'' he said. "There is
no immediate action threatened, planned
or otherwise. Clearly the Congressman
thinks the policies are wrongheaded and
contrary to the American tradition of free
expression but where we go from here is
anyone's guess."
McCardell, however, does not see the letter as an innocent request for information.
In a letter to Livingston he said:
"Your letter contains an implicit threat
to withhold federal funds . . • And if, in
doing (making the allegation that
Middlebury is 'limiting free speech' publicly,) you choose to involve the Congress of

"
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COBB
Continued from Page 1

copy machine took the brunt of the shock from the attack , which
is believed to be the work of a single individual.
Cobb wonders if this could be connected to the tension between
the U.S. and Bosnia.
The U.S. professor also emphasized the change in Russia since
his last visit two years ago. He said the family has to be very cautious on the street because crime has increased. The family has
been pick-pocketed twice.
Cobb said the visit h as been very different from what he expected. He referred to everyday tedious tasks such grocery shopping
to emphasize the contrast between the United States and Russia.
"Food is very expensive and quality isn't always great," he said.
"We have to go shopping practically everyday for food because we
can only take what we can carry."
Life in Moscow also contrasts with the United States in the
classroom. Rather than students being distracted because of
other campus activities, Cobb said it is hard to get them focused
because of their other jobs. In Moscow many individuals, including faculty, must work several jobs to make ends meet.
The family will return home on Dec. 21, just in time for
Christmas as Cobb points out. He said the family will be glad to
get home.
"It has been an interesting experience," Cobb said. "When we
look back, we'll be glad we had it. I think this will make us really
appreciate home more."

POGUE
Continued from Page 1

Diplomacy Collection on t he second floor of the
library. In addition to Pogue's books and papers
the collection includes the Pierce Collection on
World War 11.
Pogue, a 1931 graduate of Murray State is
quite possibly the university's most distinguished alumni.
Graduating high school at a young age, Pogue
came to Murray State where he quickly became
involved in campus life.

In 1929 he was Kentucky's youngest newspaper editor. The publication was Murray State's
The College News. Pogue was 16.
Among numerous other honors stands the
prestigious Francis Parkman Prize for literary
distinction in the writing of history and the
Allan Nevins Prize for his four volume biography
of Gen. George C. Marshall, which is generally
regarded as one of the finest biographies written
in this century.
The library is open during regular university
sessions - Monday through Friday - from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

STUDENT LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
BOARD...__ _.
RJch Rankin (left), a senior from Hurray, To dd Andenon, junior from Paducah, and Nathan
Brown (ript), a se nior from Paducah, review photos outside Lovett Auditorium this week.

R EVIVAL

Tlie Student Leadership Development Board
is sponsoring a seminar on how Murray
State University students can get involved
on campus.
Date: Monday Sept. 25
Time: 5 - 6:30 p.m.
Place: Hart Hall Complex

Flint Baptist Church
Sep t . 24-29

SLOB wants to see you active at MSU!

Keith In man
Director of Bapti st St ud e nt Union
Murray Sta t e Unive rs ity
**********
Spec ia l Mus i c
Stephanie Wade
First Baptist, Gilbertsville
Baptist Student Union
MSU
Max McGinnis
Cary McClure
Flint Baptist Church
Mrs. Loma Borders

Sunday a.m.:
Sunday p.m.:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:

Nursery Provided

*Services At 7 p.m.*

Congratulations to the
Gamma Alpha pledge class
of Alpha Tau On1ega
ATQ

ATQ

Pastor Tim Hodges

Call 753-2184 For More Information.

Jason Bogle
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Pledge Trainers: Wes Kemp, Brock Hammat. Chip Green

